A Lap of Barcelona with Mark Webber
The Spanish Grand Prix - normally the first European Grand Prix, lots of Spanish fans for Fernando, and also
quite a tough grand prix for the car and the driver. Barcelona: 4.6km, 66 laps, in all 307km. Five high speed
stretches, three slow turns, two ideal spots for overtaking, top speed 308km/h.
Here we are at the Spanish Formula One Grand Prix in Barcelona in the Red Bull simulator. We brake very,
very hard for the first corner, down to third gear, braking into the first chicane. We start to go uphill, very
important to get a clean exit out of turn two because we're immediately into turn three, which is a very,
very fast right hander. Demands a lot of good aerodynamics from the car.
Accelerating out of the first sector now, braking hard into turn four. This corner opens a little bit on the
exit so the exit speed is quite fast. We then come into turn five, very easy to have a bit of front locking into
there with the left hand tyre, don't want to get too big a flat spot. Accelerating hard away downhill now,
towards turn seven, which is very important to get a clean exit out of here up the hill. A lot of fans on the
left there, obviously cheering for Fernando.
On the back straight now, braking very, very hard for turn ten which is a very tricky corner to get right because it's easy to over-drive. Traction is very, very difficult. Through the little kink which is quite tricky as
well, and then into turn twelve which is a long bumpy right-hander in front of thousands of people again.
Good spot for the spectators. Then into a tight chicane which is finishing the lap, breaking the rhythm
down a little bit.
You need to be clean and tidy, getting a clean exit, accelerating hard past the pit entry, onto the start/finish straight, finishing another lap of Barcelona.
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